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Abstract 
Property Rating and Taxation is a process of assessing landed properties by 
qualified Appraisers/Valuers with the aim of billing and collecting rates 
from the occupiers or the owners of such assessed properties, depending on 
the enabling laws of the affected state. The current Nigerian Constitution 
confers the right to embark on property rating and taxation on the local 
government councils. It is presently relegated to the background as the local 
government councils pay more attention to their shares of Revenue 
Allocation from the Federation Accounts. Rating and Taxation enhances the 
Internally Generated Revenue (I.G.R) of the Local Governments in addition 
to providing the following: employment opportunities, manpower 
development, easy enforceability and accountability due to fixity of landed 
properties as well as regularity of yearly collectible rates. Landed properties 
possess qualities that justify the institution of Rating and Taxation: Many 
problems are encountered in Rating and Taxation. 

Meaning of Property Rating and Taxation System 

The property Rating and Taxation System is defined as the whole activities that are carried out from 

the approval of the enabling law to the collection of assessed taxes. The process is not complete until the billed 

rates are collected and paid into the treasury of the concerned local government. The product of rating, which 

are the property rates are local taxes imposed upon owners (Nigerian System) or occupiers (British System) of 

landed property in respect of landed properties they own or occupy (Anumunu, 1988). Olusegun (1999) stated 

that property rate is “a local form of tax on property, the proceeds of which are used for local purposes of a 

public nature.” 

Enabling Law 

During the military dictatorship in Nigeria, when there was no legislative arm of government, the 

Military combined or subsumed the legislature in the executive branch and enacted Decrees (Federation) and 

Edicts (States). Many States enacted various Local Government Edicts which contained the Property Rating 

and Taxation Matters. Now that we are operating democracy, lawmaking rests on the legislature. Presently, the 

Constitution assigned the duty of legislating on Local Government Matters, including Rating and Taxation to 

the House of Assembly of a State, as buttressed by the Section 7 (6) (b) and 4th Schedule of the Constitution. 

All the states ought to have their various Local Government Laws, instead of still following the Local 

Government Edicts enacted by the Military Governors/Administrators though, some have jettisoned the 

inherited Edicts in favour of Laws passed by their legislative houses. 

The starting point of the Rating and Taxation chain is the legislature that provides the enabling Law. It 

is from the law that we derive the rating system. There are two main rating systems which are Ownership 

Rating and Occupation Rating. Essentially, properties are rated for the occupiers to be levied going by the 

initial Parochial Assessment Act of 1836. This is the practice in Britain from where we inherited rating and 

taxation system. In Nigeria, almost all the States practise ownership rating whereby the rates are borne by the 

property owners except Lagos and a few other states that rate the property occupiers. The British Colonial 

Masters that introduced property rating in Nigeria modified the practice by rating the property owners due to 

obvious reasons of not having established tenanted properties during the colonial era. 

Rating System 

There are two main rating systems practiced generally all over the world, (a) Occupation Rating and 

(b) Ownership Rating. Nwabueze (1982: 7 - 1 0 )  clearly explained two main rights that could exist over land to 

include ownership right and right of possession. The Rating systems are no doubt, derived from the 

classification on rights over land. The rights have provided the classification of our rating systems thus: 

Occupation rating, meaning the rating of possession (occupation) of landed properties and Ownership rating, 

implying the rating of ownership right over landed properties. 



Assessment 

This is a very important aspect of Rating and Taxation. Depending on the enabling Law, the 

assessment prescribes the persons that handle the assessment and who should appoint them. Some refer to them 

as appraisers, assessors and so on. Whatever name such personnel are called, it is important that they must be 

qualified Estate Surveyors and Valuers, otherwise, the assessment becomes void ab initio since landed 

properties are involved and assessed. This is due to the provision of Estate Surveyors and Valuers 

(Registration, Etc) Decree No 24 (Now Act), 1975, Cap 111 LFN 1990. The Rules and Regulations for the 

practice of Estate Surveying and Valuation made under the above Act of 1975 in pursuance of its section. 2 (d) 

on the functions of Estate Surveyors and Valuers Registration Board of Nigerian (ESVARBON) and the 

powers conferred on the Minister by Section 18 to make Rules and Regulation had at Section 2 that “Nobody 

shall determine or estimate the value of any or all interests in real property unless he is an Estate Surveyor and 

Valuer”. This is in line with the definition of appraisal and valuation handled by the professional 

Valuer/Appriser as “The art and science of determining, at some specific date, for a specific purpose or 

purposes, and by one authorised, the monetary value of the property rights encompassed in an ownership and 

the value so determined”, (Ifediora, 1993). 

The property appraiser being an expert and a qualified Estate Surveyor and Valuer whether in public 

service or private sector, possesses the required skills for such enormous task of rating valuation. The 

appraisers embark on rating exercise, undergoing through the following activities. He applies his professional 

training and experience in the assessment of rateable properties while leaving out exempted ones on sterile, 

statutory and traditional exemption. 

* Field work/property and Neighbourhood survey 

* Data collection 

* Office computation using appropriate assessment methods like Rental evidence Account, Throughput, 

Depreciated Capital Approach, Output, Zonning. 

* Submission of Enumeration Survey/Preliminary Report 

* Submission of Provisional Valuation List 

* Making Corrections at Valuation List 

* Appearing at the Rating Tribunal/Magistrate Court to defend the Rateable Values at the Valuation List. 

Display of Provisional Valuation List 

The valuers/appraisers appointed for the assessment will carryout field survey and obtain all the 

necessary data for the preparation of Valuation List. The local government has to undertake intensive and 

extensive public enlightenment campaign and publicity to inform the people within its domain, of the rating 

exercise going on and solicit for their cooperation during the visit by appraisers/valuers. The publicity could be 

done in daily newspapers widely read in the area, use of town criers, announcements/notices at the churches, 

mosques, town meetings and gatherings. It also has to inform the public again on the display of Valuation list. 

The Local Government Council is to display the Valuation List at strategic points of the Local Government 

Office for the public to inspect and make observations and objections on the assessment within a specified 

period. The objections are articulated for the Rating Assessment Tribunal which will be put in place at the 

receipt of the provisional valuation list. 

Rating Assessment Tribunal/Magistrate Court 

This depends on the enabling law. The members of Rating Assessment Tribunal meet and look at the 

objections raised by the owners/occupiers of properties over the assessed values. The main function of the said 

tribunal is to determine whether a tenement is correctly assessed or not as entered in the Valuation List. Any 

aggrieved property rate payer that is not satisfied by the decision of the 
Rating Assessment tribunal can lake the case to the Magistrate court, which is the final in me rating assessment 
chain of redress. 

Alteration, if any, will be made at the Provisional Valuation List and Final Valuation List now 
emerges for further action of the Local Government Council. It is at this point that rating ends and Taxation 
starts. 

Levying of Property Rates 
The principal tax base is the property’s assessed value. This makes it to be an ad valorem tax as the 

amount of tax burden on any property is supposed to be on the value of that property. This means, that the 
higher the property worth, the higher the quantum of tax payable. The property is taxed (levied) according to its 



value, hence, the name, property tax or rate. Umeh, (1972) explained that revenue raising is one of the cardinal 
objectives to be accomplished through taxation due to many advantages offered by the special characteristics of 
real estate. Now that the properties have been assessed, the next step is the determination of Rate Nairage to be 
applied to arrive at the rates. It is important that the local government should know the size of its budget and 
revenue potentials from other sources before determining the Rate Nairage it will charge in order to balance its 
budget as given in this Rate Nairage formula: 

R = T-C x 100  

         V 
 

Where R = Rate Nairage being worked for 

T = Total Annual Budget of the Local Government 

C= Total Annual Income accruing to the Local Government from other sources of revenue 

V = Total Rateable Value for all hereditaments within the rating area. 

Once the rate nairage is fixed, it becomes effective and be applied to the assessed property values to 
arrive at property rates. The application of Rate Nairage is automatic and general on all assessed properties. It 
is therefore a type of proportional taxation whereby the same rate Nairage or percentage is applied across board 
without adjustment except in the case of relief. Relief does not mean exemption, and applies on the person 
bearing the burden of property rate on certain grounds. Exemption is on the property itself and comes at the 

assessment stage and not all the levying stage. 

Billing 

This is application of the rate Nairage on the assessed property values to come to actual amount or bill 

payable for the dispatch to the payers. This is done through the sending of property rent demand notices and 

giving them the rates to be paid, arrears and penalties if applicable. 

Property Rate Collection 

The property rate collection is the reason for embarking on rating assessment and also the most 

problematic. The success of the Property Rating and Taxation System is judged by the rate of collection. In 

Nigeria, the urban based local government councils that seem to be practicing property Rating and Taxation 

record very low mark on collection. Property Rate Collection Efficiency is measured using this formula 

The Amount of Property Rate collected x 100% 
Total Rateliability Billed 

The local governments are ill - equipped for the collection of property rates as prescribed by the 
Constitution. This has made some of them to resort to using the revenue/outside consultants to do the collection 
of assessed rates amidst fear of sharp practices on the part of the local government revenue/rate collecting staff. 
Whatever system of property rate collection adopted, in - house 
collectors or outside contractors, it is important that higher efficiency be achieved in order 10 ,... rating 
and taxation economical and cost - effective. 

Justification for Property Rating and Taxation 

We are going to consider the reasons for institution of Property Rating and Taxation. The 1999 
Constitution mandated the local government to embark on Property Rating and Taxation with the aim of raising 
revenue (rates). There are other things to accomplish in raising property tax Umeh (1972) itemized eight main 
objectives to be achieved while Gamu (2003: 143) collaborated the above and came out with five main 

objectives. 

Internally Generated Revenue (I.G.R) Programme 

Local government generates revenue from both internal and external sources. Revenue is the central 

thing in the effective running of governments. The local governments in Nigeria have not fully taken up the 

Property Rating and Taxation as they rely more on their shares of federation and state accounts for their 

funding. The Constitution gave strong support for Property Rating and Taxation. The potentials of landed 



properties have been recognised because, their Values, could objectively be assessed and accounted for. This is 

due to attributes of landed properties that make revenue from property rate more stable. 

Stability 

The Local Government can achieve economic stability through Rating and Taxation. This bridges the 

gap as a balancing factor. Recall that in fixing Rate Nairage to be applied on assessed values by a local 

government, that reference is made to the balance of the budget. Rate Nairage is fixed in order to have a 

balanced local government budget. It provides that succour to make for a stable budget. The local government 

has the property rating as a last resort, if it must have balance and favourable budget. Fluctuation of other 

sources of revenue is curbed by the stability of property rates, as assessed values of the properties could be 

relied upon and made use of for up to five years. A budget, consisting of Revenue and expenditure, is normally 

prepared at the end of any accounting year just before the beginning of the next accounting year. It becomes 

imperative that Property Rating and Taxation is the last resort in having a balanced budget through the fixing of 

rate Nairage. This is why Gbadamosi (2000) described property rating “as the surest age - long source of 

revenue” in the foreword to Tomori’s book, Principles and Practice of Urban Property Taxation. 

Provision, Payment and Maintenance of Services/Facilities 

Enormous functions/responsibilities are thrust upon the shoulders of local government. Fund must 

therefore be available to pay for the services like education, health, sanitation and other social services jointly 

enjoyed and funded by the local government. The property owners/occupiers that enjoy social services borne 

by the local authorities ought to make certain commitment to defray such services. It is therefore, incumbent on 

the occupiers/owners of properties in such localities to bear the brunt of the payment No particular individual 

affords or provides such services and only the local government can provide them for the enjoyment of the 

residents/property owners in its domain. 

Adherence to Taxation Principles 

Property Rating and Taxation conforms with the main principles of taxation as enunciated by Adam 

Smith in this Wealth of the Nations\ (1776) whereby he marshaled four canons for fair and sound taxation in 

society to include: 

(a) Equity; (b) Convenience; (c) Certainty and (d) Economy. 

Any good taxation system must comply with the above four principles. Ogbuefi (2001: 3-5) not only 

agreed with Adam Smith position but modified Smith’s thought in what he termed test of modem taxation to be 

1. Social Equity 2. Consistency with economic goals 

3. Ease of Administration and 4. Revenue Adequacy 

Property rating and taxation embodies the above tests/principles and qualify as a good taxation 

system. 

Benefit Principle 

The properties benefit from the social amenities provided by the government (Federal, State and Local 
Governments). These benefits translate into increase in property values by way of betterment values. The local 
government area in which the properties are located ought to have access to enhanced values since rating and 
taxation is proportional to the properties assessed annual values. 

Ability to Pay 

Rating and Taxation is not a flat tax whereby all the properties are rated to pay equal taxes. It is an ad 
valorem tax and payers are taxed to the magnitude or extent/quantum of his occupation/o wnersh i p. 

To this effect, an owner/occupier of a single room tenement property pay for an assessed value of 
such accommodation that he can afford at the time unlike in capitation rate where all the payers pay equal rates 
notwithstanding the status or any differentiation. 

Difficult to Evade and Avoid 

The fixity of landed properties makes rating and taxation extremely difficult to evasion and avoidance 
as the Valuation List is always prepared before levying. The records can always be cross - checked at any point 
in time unlike in the case of personal income tax where the taxes are easily falsified, evaded or avoided due to 
mobility of the payers. In rating the tax base property, is highly immobile and durable. 



Objective Assessment 

There is no over or under assessment of properties when professional Estate Surveyors and Valuers 

are used in the compilation of Valuation List. This is because, provisional Valuation List is subject to be 

defended by the consultant valuers, if challenged by the prospective property rate payers within the specified 

period or any other time thereafter. Also, the professional/registered valuers are under the strict control of the 

regulator, the ESVARBON. The properties are objectively valued in accordance with the enabling law and 

dictates of the property market at the time of assessment which is done rebus sic stantibus, that is, as the 

properties are physically standing, inspected at the material time of assessment. This contrasts with the 

handling of other types of taxes, for instance, personal taxes where the assessment depends on the declaration 

(in most cases under declaration) by the payers. 

Accountability and Transparency 

The property taxation and rating lends itself to transparency and easy accountability. Well prepared 
Valuation List acts as a check against the rates collected. The Valuation List here acts as a good reference 
material since it is from it that demand notices are written. 

Application of Due Process 

One of the principles of taxation is that, the tax paid must be certain. The tax should not be arbitrary. 

Certainty here means that procedure must be adhered to. The local government cannot just embark on property 

rate collection without first of all undertaking assessment and display of Valuation List and wait for the 

determination of protest on the List by the Rating Assessment Tribunal and Court. Also, demand notices must 

be served on the rate payers notifying them of their liabilities before collection. Following the above steps 

entrenches due process and rule of law. 

Employment Opportunities 

Property rating and taxation, if properly handled, chuns out a lot of employment opportunities. The 

process/system involves the three arms of government; legislature; executive and judiciary. The redundant local 

government staff will be busy if rating and taxation is introduced or reinvigorated and in some cases, more 

fresh employees will be engaged in the distribution of demand notices and related activities. The valuers 

handling the rating assessment both at the fields and offices 

will definitely employ more hands. The collection of assessed rates whether by the staff of the local 
government or by the external consultants will no doubt, lead to reduction in the unemployment syndrome 

currently starring at us. You can imagine the employment opportunities to be generated if half of the seven 
hundred and seventy four local government areas in Nigeria should embark on their main constitutional 
function of property rating and taxation. 

Panacea 
There is no doubt that the problems have frustrated the novel idea of local government councils in 

full implementation of property rating and taxation. There are recommendations on how the problem can be 
remedied. 

Centralised Rating Assessment 

The initial rating assessment is very expensive and the main aim of rating is to generate revenue. If 

the cost of assessing the properties becomes higher than the generated income, the rating becomes unviable, 

uneconomical, and unwise. One can therefore not blame a local government for discounlinuing with an 

uneconomical and unworthy project. If properly handled, rating assessment cost cannot be higher than the 

realizable rateable revenue especially in urban and semi - urban local government areas where rental values 

of properties are very high with high rate of occupancy. Property values and occupancy rate may be lower in 

rural based local government areas thereby, making rating in such areas unviable at the moment. The 

solution here lies on the centralised rating assessment scheme. In this scheme, the assessment is handled and 

coordinated jointly by both the local government and the State government and the appraisers paid directly 

from the pool of joint State Government/Local Government account. By this centralized rating assessment, 

every area will be covered and Valuation Lists produced. It will also save costs and eliminate overlap due to 

economy of large scale. 

Enhancement of Road/Street Planning and Numbering of Houses 

Most of our cities and towns are not well planned making street identification very difficult. Recall 



that the Constitution stipulates that every privately owned property should be assessed for property rates, yet 

some properties do not have easily identifiable mark or addresses. Remedy for the above is not far - fetched 

as the Constitution gave the local government areas the power in the 4th Schedule, Section 1(g) of “naming 

of roads and streets and numbering of houses”. Well - numbered houses will solve the problem of poor 

refencing of properties via appropriate description. 

Re-Invigoration of Rating/Valuation Department 

The local government shall see it as a constitutional duty to explore fully the rating and taxation 

source of funding. In doing that, it has to equip itself with the right calibre staff and offices. Every Local 

Government is designated a Rating Authority to execute property rating and taxation exercise yet, it lacks 

such professional, technical and support staff. The rating assessment exercise could be contracted out to 

external appraisers/consultant valuers. There is the need to employ in - house capable hands to receive and 

handle the Valuation List prepared by external appraisers. This not only improves rating system via post 

assessment follow - up, but also assists in reduction of unemployment rate. This in turn, will lead to research 

and growth of the rating/valuation department in the long run. Right and professional staff will streamline 

rating operation as well as eliminate corruption and abuse of due process. 

Joint Collection with Banks 

The Local Government areas are dotted with the presence of banks (Commercial and Micro 
Finance Banks). The billed property rates could be collected by the banks. The Local Government staff of 
Rating Department should write out rate demand notices and serve on the affected individuals who will pay 
at the designated banks/Micro Finance Houses. This arrangement will eliminate the problem of corruption 

where the public servants that handle cash collected from the rate payers are relieved from the temptation of 
embezzling collected fund. 

 
Public Enlightenment 

The people are to be carried along by the government. They should be sensitised on government 
actions and functions. Meaningful enlightenment campaign will reduce the aggression which the public exhibit 
during rating assessment and rate collection. Some prospective property rate payers abscond from payment due 
to ignorance. The property owners, occupiers, managers, agents and caretakers should be made to know that 
rate is a first charge on the rent and must always be paid promptly, The public enlightenment campaign can be 
executed through workshops/seminars, announcement at the mass print and electronic media, use of handbills. 
Once the people are well sensitised, the success rate will improve the generatable rates. 

Responsive Projects/Programmes 
The local governments have to live up to expectation by executing relevant projects and programmes 

that touch on the life of the people. This will make the residents feel happy and have the urge to pay their rate 
liabilities whenever demand notices are served on them. 

Conclusion 

Property Rating and Taxation is a stable and sure way of raising internal revenue for the 
administration of local government areas. This source has not fully been recognised and utilised in Nigeria due 
to the fact that the local governments at the moment get more of their funding externally through federation and 
state accounts. The fluctuating oil prices makes federation revenue dicey as our economy depends mainly on 
crude oil export. It is advocated that the state governments should help local governments in firmly establishing 
Rating Programmes in place. This may be, by assisting in joint organisation of the costly initial assessment as 

well as providing favourable legal environment. 
Properties have features that make them unique for revenue generation. Rating should be exploited to 

the fullest in order to maximise its revenue potentials. The local government has a lot to do in the areas of 
public enlightenment and project execution so thqt the rate payers will have value for their payment. The option 
of using banks in the collection of rates will help a long way in eliminating corruption and lead to enhanced 
economic growth. 
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